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1. Introduction
In recent years, the wide availability and the cost reduction of rare earth materials have made
permanent magnet machine a cost effective alternative for motor and generator application, in
particular for the applications where an high power density and high efficiency are required. The
permanent magnet motor are divided in two main categories: the radial flux machines and the axial
flux machines. The first kind is characterized by radial magnetic field paths; instead in the axial flux
machine the magnetic field paths are parallel to the axial direction. In many situations, the specific
power of axial flux machine is better than the specific power of radial flux machine and the
particular geometry permits to utilize the axial flux machine in some applications where direct
drives are required.
The basic axial flux machine comprises one rotor disk and one fixed stator. Usually the stator and
rotor are made with ferromagnetic material, but different ironless configuration of the stator or rotor
could be take into account. Regarding the stator windings, all the windings arrangement can be
utilized (lap per pole windings, concentrated windings, torus windings for slotless stator, fractional
slot windings). The most interesting configuration for axial flux machine comprises the use of
double rotor or double stator. The double rotor machine is realized with two external rotor disk and
a central fixed stator. The two rotor can be realized with the same polarity exposes on the airgap
(homopolar configuration , fig.1.1a) or with the two different polarity exposes (heteropolar
configuration , fig. 1.b); in this configuration the stator can be made with a torus configuration
(fig.2.1) or with a double side windings arrangement (fig.3.1a and 3b.1):

a)

b)

Fig.1.1a) Heteropolar axial flux rotor (2D view); 1.1b) homopolar axial flux rotor (2D view)

Fig.2.1) Homopolar rotor with slotless stator configuration and torus windings
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a)

b)

Fig.3.1)a Homopolar rotor with slotted stator and concentrated windings; b) section of stator slot
with concentrated windings
The latter configuration permits to obtain the higher value of machine reliability, because it is
possible to divide the windings into two independent windings fed by the same inverter of by more
different inverter. Furthermore, if the rotors are mechanically separated, it is possible to design the
two rotor with a different number of pole pairs in order to create a different speed.
The machine with double stator is made with a central rotor disk and two stator (fig.4.1), for which
are applied the same consideration of the stator of double rotor machine.

Fig.4.1) Double stator machine with internal homopolar rotor
Many applications of axial flux machines are found in literature. Various study are performed to
model the axial flux machines. For example in [1] is described the magnetic behavior (considering a
no constant magnetic potential in the airgap) of a permanent magnet d.c. machine where the
lamination iron stack is substituted with iron powder and epoxy resine; in [2] is performed an
analysis based travelling waves of an axial flux double stator machine with a very light internal
rotor. Furlani in [3] presents a method for obtaining the field in the coil region of permanentmagnet axial-field motors. The method is based on the use of an analytical two-dimensional field
formula coupled with an empirical procedure. This method allows the possibilities of rapid
parametric studies of field strength relative to variations in motor dimensions and magnet materials.
Instead in [4] he presented a formula for optimizing the filed generates by NdFeB magnets; the
formula is based on a 3D analytical analysis. Referring to the 3D analytical analysis, in [5] is
considered a three-dimensional magnetic field problem in an axial flux machine with a toroidal
7

winding. Using the iterative Schwartz algorithm has been joined the precise solutions generated by
the integral transform and Fourier methods in elementary subregions. From the comparison the 3D
and the 2D model, the author proposes a correction factor for the 2D analysis. The manufacturing
of axial flux machine is usually associated with the use of iron powders magnetic material; this is
due to the fact that is complicated to make laminated iron stacks which have the shapes of stators
and teeth utilized in axial flux machine. The papers [5] and [6] analyze the effect and the behavior
of axial flux machines with the wedges make with iron powder materials and [7] it is shown the
design and the thermal behavior of an axial flux machine with single rotor and single stator where
the stator is made with iron powder materials. In [8] a 2D and 3D finite element analysis are
performed on an iron powders DC brushless axial flux machine used in servo system application; in
order to reduce the iron losses and for application where an high speed and a low power are
required, it is possible to make an ironless machine where the iron parts are substituted with plastic
or with no magnetic materials as shown in [9]. Thanks to the reduced axial length, the high torque
density and an excellent efficiency, the axial flux permanent magnet synchronous machines are
particularly suitable for propulsion systems such as wheel motors and direct drive applications. In
[10] the authors make a comparison between the induction and the synchronous axial flux machine
with double rotors utilized in wheel application; the induction machine is well suitable for wheel
direct drive application because it can behave as an electromagnetic differential supplied by a single
inverter, but the only limitation is due to the large external diameter of the machine. In [11] and [12]
for the in-wheel applications is proposed the used of an axial flux machine with a slotless stator; in
particular the axial flux machine proposed in [11] has a multistage structure and a water-cooled
toroidal ironless stator where the heat is removed directly from the interior surface of the stator
winding and the high efficiency of the machine cooling arrangement permits a reduction of the
machine weight and an overload operation with an high duty cycle. The axial flux machine can be
also used in the application where a contra rotating or counterrotating shaft are required, for
example in the naval propulsion systems. In [13] the use of axial flux machine permits to remove an
epicycle gear box which is characterized by an high weight and a low efficiency, while in [14] it is
studied a multistage machine composed by slotless stator utilized in marine applications. In [15] is
presented a direct drive application of an axial flux machine for an elevator system which allows the
possibilities to eliminate the machine room and in [16] is shown an high speed direct drive
application for exhaust gas energy recovery.
Various design to improve the performance of axial flux machine are proposed in literature. For
example, in [17] is obtained an optimum value for the thickness of magnet and windings in order to
reduce the losses in the machine. The aims of various papers are inherent of the cogging torque
reduction of axial flux machine: in [18] and [19] are proposed some experimental validation and
finite element analysis of various techniques which permits the reduction of cogging torque, in [20]
is validated the use of magnetic wedges.
A particular configurations of axial flux machine are reported in [21] and in [22]. In the paper [21]
is proposed a modular axial flux generator where the windings of each module can have one or
more phases; in particular it is presented the case of a three module machine with one phases for
each module. The paper [22] shows an axial flux machine realized with a lamination stacks and
characterized by a variable air gap between the inner and outer radius of the machine in order to
avoi the saturation of the magnetic circuit, obtaining thath the core losses are reduce by 8%.
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In these thesis is presented the use of axial flux machine for high reliability applications, in
particular for the application in linear actuators systems bases on ball screw. The following
chapters are divided as:
-

Chapter 2: Introduction to the high reliability configuration using the axial flux machine
and making of a design procedure of axial flux permanent magnet machines;
Chapter 3: Introduction to the linear actuators;
Chapter 4: FEM analysis of obtained machines and 3D printer prototyping;
Chapter 5: Model of single layer, teeth concentrated windings;
Chapter 6: Control algorithm of a particular configuration using the double rotor axial flux
permanent magnet machines.
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2. Design of multi stack axial flux permanent
magnet machine
The design of electrical machines is based on the calculation of main machine dimensions with
some assumptions regarding the electromagnetic and thermal behavior. Until some decades ago, the
designed machines are usually made with a radial air gap flux; the used of permanent magnet has
permitted the development of new machines topologies, like axial flux machine and transverse flux
machine. Due to this, new sizing equations are required for this kind of machine. A machine sizing
procedure includes the electromagnetic design, where are performed the calculation of main
machine sizes, the windings configuration, the losses determination, the verify of working limits
and also the verify of thermal and mechanical limits. In the following sections is reported the sizing
procedure utilized for the application presented in this thesis; in particular are reported the sizing
equations which provide the main sizes, and the equations utilized to verify the thermal and
mechanical constrained.
-

Electromagnetic design procedure for axial flux permanent machine

Different electromagnetic design procedure are presented in [1] and in [2]. The procedure
presented in [1] is developed in order to introduce a systematic method to compare the capabilities
of machines with different topologies; moreover with this equation it is possible to account the
effect of power converters which feed the machine. In [2] the typical size equation referred to an
AC machines are adopted and particularized to the axial flux machine case.
The sizing procedure shown in [1] gives the output power equation neglecting the stator leakage
inductance and resistance, obtaining:
T



m
PR  
e(t ) i (t )dt
T

(1.2)

0

whit m is the phases number, T is the waveform period, h is the performance, e(t) is the back emf
waveform, i(t) is the current waveform. The (1.2) can be written as :
PR  

m
Em I m
T

T

 f (t ) f (t )dt
e

i

(2.2)

0

where Em and Im are the peak values of back emf and machine current, while fe(t) and fi(t) are the
ratio between the back emf and machine current divide for the respective peak values. The values of
fe(t) and fi(t) can be particularized to a typical waveforms of current and back emf, obtaining a
precision raise in the design procedure. In the thesis, the size procedure is based on the equations
given by [2], but those equations are particularized to the case of multi stacks machines and with
the thermal and mechanical limits. In particular, if m is the number of phases, the mechanical output
power is:
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Pr  mEn I n cos 

(3.2)

In (3.2) En is the no-load back emf, In is the nominal current (for a multi stack machine, I indicates
the phase current and not the single stack current) and Ψ is the angle between the current and the
back emf (considering the maximum torque per ampere control, it is possible to consider that the
angle Ψ is equal to zero). The values of En depends by the type of stack connections and for a
double side its values is affected also by the stator windings connections; table 1 shows the values
of back emf and of current of a single stack in the different configurations (the symbol h indicates
the generic stack, k indicates the generic sides of the stator of the stack and l is the total number of
stator sides):
Series connection between the windings of
each stacks
Series connection between
the two stator side
n

Etot 

Parallel connection between the windings of
each stacks

Parallel connection
between the two stator side

Series connection between
the two stator side

Parallel connection
between the two stator side

Etot  2Eh,l

Etot  Eh,l

l

 E

h, k

h 1 k 1

n

Etot 

E

h ,l

h 1

Ik  In

Ik 

In
2

Ik 

Ik 

In
n

In
2n

Table 2.1 Values of back emf and stator side current in the different connections between the stator sides and
between the stack of a multi stack machine

Moreover in a multi stack machine, the total mechanical power can be computed as the sum of the
power of the single stator stack; the power of a single stack side results:
Pr ,ss  mEh,l I k cos 

(4.2)

The proposed design procedure starts with the sizing of a single stack in order to guarantee that the
multistacks machine gives the total amount power.
The rms value of no-load back emf can be computed by the instantaneous value obtainable as:
e(t )  

d c  t 
dt



d 
N
dt 



S


Bg  t  nˆ dS 



(5.2)

In (5.2), φc is the total linkage flux of a generic phase, N is the number of turn per phase, Bg is the
air gap magnetic flux density due to the rotor and considering only the first harmonic, it is equal to:
Bg  t   Bg ,m cos  pr t 

(6.2)

Referring to the concentrated tooth winding utilized in the application with high reliability , the
relation (1.2) can be written taking into account the generic winding function and the transformation
into polar reference frame:
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2
d
e t     N
dt 
 0


Dout
2



Din
2



Bg ,m cos  pr r t   d  d   2 pr r ml t Bg ,m S slot N c sin  pr t 




(7.2)

Where the symbols utilized are referred respectively to:
-Nc

is the number of turns around one tooth;

-pr

is the number of rotor poles pairs;

-wr

is the mechanical angular frequency;

-ml

is the number of winding layers;

-t
is the machine periodicity, computed as the maximum common divisor of slots number and
rotor poles pairs;
-Bg,m

is the maximum value of air gap magnetic flux density;

-Dout ,Din

are respectively the internal and the external diameter of the machine

- Sslot is the area of a slots, computed as:
Sslot 



2
 Dout
 Din2



4Q

(8.2)

where Q is the total number of machine slots.
-ρ

is the radius in polar coordinates system, comprises in the range [R1, R2];

-θ

is the angle in polar coordinates system, comprises in the range [0, 2π];

Considering the rms value of equation (7.2) and substituting this value in equation (4.2), it is
possible to obtain the sizing equation for the single side of a generic stack:
Pr , ss 

2
2

pr mml tBg ,m Nc I k Sslot

(9.2)

Generally, the current is expressed by the linear current density of the machine and for an axial flux
machine is equal to:
2 m ml N I k
m ml N I k

  Dout  Din 
 Dg

Ak 

(10.2)

With (8.2) and (10.2), the equation (9.2) become:
Pr ,ss 

2
4 2

pr Bg ,m Ak Dg




2

4 2

D

2
out

 Din2

Q

pr Bg ,m Ak



2
4 2

pr Bg ,m Ak

3
1    1   2  Dout

2
 Din2 
 Dout  Din   Dout

Q



(11.2)
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where l is the ratio between the internal and external diameter.
To use of formula (11.2), it is necessary to fixed the maximum values of the parameters : usually
the number of poles pairs and the angular mechanical speed are fixed by the application. The
maximum value of air gap magnetic flux density due to the magnets is comprised in the range of 0.6
T -1 T, and depends by the magnets utilized and by the maximum operation temperature. The ratio
between the internal and the external diameter can be optimized with an iteration process: usually
the minimum internal diameter is fixed by the required shaft diameter and the maximum external
diameter is equal to the maximum axial size allowed, therefore the optimum λ is obtained by a
mathematical procedure. For example, it is possible to calculate the maximum value from equation
(11.2), or introduce new consideration as shown in [3] and [4]. In [3] is calculated the optimum
ratio of 0,57 and in [4] the optimum ratio is 0,68. In the design procedure, an important parameters
is the linear current density Ak. In the proposed procedure, this value is fixed tacking into account
the respect of thermal limits. In fact, supposing that the mechanical losses are dissipated by the shaft
of the machine, the total losses dissipated by the surface of the machine are:
Pd ,losses  H  Stot

(12.2)

with Stot is the total external surface of the machine [m2], H is the global exchange coefficient
[W/m2] and Pd,losses indicates the sum of iron losses, Joule losses and magnet losses. The total
external surface of an axial flux machine is equal to:
S  2  Do  ltot 


2

 Do2  1  kd2 

(13.2)

where ltot is the total length of the machine. Specifying with lrot, hc, g, lgs the rotor axial length, the
slot deep, the air gap length and the stator axial length, for a double rotor machine the total length
is:
ltot  2  lrot  2  hc  2  g  2  lmag  lg s

(14.2)

The global exchange coefficient depend by the machine cooling system. The relation (15.2)
become:
Pd ,losses    J 2 dV   f Fe  B, f ,  dV   f mag  B, f ,  dV
Vcu

VFe

(16.2)

Vmag

Neglecting the magnets losses, it is possible to explain the Joule losses in function of current
density J [A/m2] as:
 lmed , sp 
  H  S   f Fe  B, f ,  dV
 2 
VFe

  J 2  m  ml  N  SCu 

(17.2)

where Scu is the conductor section in m2, lmed,sp is the average length of a turns. Referring to (11.2),
the relation (16.2) become:

Ak  J 

H  S   f  B, f ,  dV
VFe

    lmed ,sp  Dg

(17.2)
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Examining the relation (17.2) , in order to respect the temperature limits it is necessary that the
product between the linear current density and the current density in the conductors will be below to
a function which depends by the exchange coefficient H, the external surface, the conductors
resistivity and by some machine sizes, like the average diameter and the average length of a turn.
The second limits to check are the mechanical limits. Referring to the values of external and
internal diameter, the radial and the hoop stresses depended by the generic diameter D are expressed
as [5]:
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(18.2)
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From the relation (18.2), it easy to verify that the maximum and minimum hoop stress occur on the
inside and outside diameter respectively; the values of this stress are equal to:
 H ,max 

 2 
 3    D22  1   D12 


(20.2)

 H ,min 
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 3   D12  1   D22 

(21.2)
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The maximum radial stress is obtained at the geometric mean of external and internal radius; this
value is expressed in the following formula (22.2):
 r ,max 

 2

 3     D2  D1 2
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(22.2)

Fig.(1.2) shows the variation of hoop stress and radial on an half diameter:
Radial stress in a rotor disc with central hole

Hoop stress in a rotor disc with central hole
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Fig.1.2)Radial stress and hoop stress in the axial flux rotor, along the radial displacement

Referred to the axial flux machine, the relation (20.2) and (22.2) can be written as:
 H ,max 

 2  f r2
4
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(23.2)
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(24.2)

During the design procedure, it is necessary the knowledge of other machine sizes like the rotor
length, the tooth area, the slot deep, the magnet height and the stator length. The rotor length lrot is
calculated by the formula (25.2):
lrot  

Bm,r

 Dout  Din 

Bmax,rot

8p

 span

(25.2)

In the relation (25.2), Bm,r is the residual magnetic flux density, Bmax,rot is the maximum value of
magnetic flux density in the rotor yoke and αspan is the ratio between the magnet area and the rotor
poles area. It is important to remark that in a radial flux machine, the αspan is equal to the ratio of
magnet polar arc and rotor polar arc, while in axial flux machine it is necessary to related this value
to the ratio between the magnet area and the rotor poles area because in this case the magnet radial
extension does not coincide always with rotor axial extension. The tooth area Atooth is calculated
supposing that all the magnetic flux which linkage the total slot area, cross through the tooth area:
Atooth 

D

2
out

Bg
Bmax,tooth

 Din2



(26.2)
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In formula (26.2), Bmax,tooth is the maximum value of magnetic flux density in the tooth. Obtained
the tooth area, it is necessary to design the tooth: the fist step is the choice of toot shape which can
be round, trapezoidal, trapezoidal chamfered (fig. 2).

a)

b)

c)

Fig.2.2 a) Round tooth; b) Trapezoidal tooth; c) Trapezoidal chamfered tooth.
Considering a trapezoidal tooth, the most important things to check during the design is the
saturation of tooth base; the length of tooth base is related to the maximum tooth magnetic flux
density and by the width of slot overlapped to the base of tooth (fig.3.2):
b1 

Bmed
Bmax,tooth

0

(27.2)
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sop
b1
α0

Fig.3.2 ) Zoom of a trapezoidal slot: b1 is the width of base, α0 is the slot opening overlapped to the
slot base and sop is the slot opening.
The height of the slot depends by the tooth area and by the fact that the slot opening must be
constant along the radial direction (sop in fig.7.2).The slot depth depends directly by the number of
turns, the number of layers of the machine, by the slot openings and by the type of conductor
utilized. Fixed the slot opening, the slot depth is equal to:
sdepth 

ml m N SCu
k fill sopQ

(28.2)

where kfill is the fill factor of the slot. This coefficient taking into account the volume between the
conductors, the space filled by the conductors insulation and by the coil and slots insulation. The
variation range of fill factor is between 0,30 and 0,70: for circular conductors kfill is nearest the
lower value but it increase to the upper limit for flat conductors. The sizing of magnet happens with
the solution of magnetic circuit of axial flux machine where it is necessary to know the reluctance
of all parts included in the circuit; the main size of magnet are the polar arc αspan , the height of
magnet lm and the difference between the external radius and internal radius of magnet; generally
the last size is imposed equal to the height of slot. The polar arc is choice in order to reduce the
harmonic content of magnetic flux density generated in the air gap and to minimize the height of
magnet. The magnet height is calculated through the solution of a magnetic circuit which comprises
the magnetic air gap (obtained with the product between the geometric air gap and the Carter’s
coefficient) , the slots depth, the stator and the rotor cores. The machine stator length lgs is
calculated with the relation (29.2):
lgs 

 Bmed
 Dout  Din 
8 psta Bmax, gs

(29.2)

In the relation (29.2) psta is the stator poles pairs, Bmax,gs is the maximum value of magnetic flux
density in stator yoke. Obviously the formula (25.2) and (29.2) depend by the type of machine
choice: in fact, for a homopolar machine with double rotor (double stator), the stator yoke (rotor
woke) has only a structural purpose and the respective sizing formula are not used.
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The results obtained by the proposed design procedure are verified with a finite element analysis
and are shown in chapter 3.

2.1 Axial flux machine in mechatronic: multi stacks machines
The axial flux permanent magnet machine can be really important in mechatronic systems, because
the predominant radial dimensions respect the axial dimensions permits to design very compact
motor which can be installed for the direct drive coupling in gaps where it is impossible to use the
normal radial flux machine without the use of mechanical gear. In this thesis is presented the
possibility to design a multi stacks machine which is a machine compound based on different axial
flux machines whom are jointed between them in order to create a machine with a total power equal
to the sum of each stacks power (fig. 4.2). This kind of machines could be realized with internal and
external rotor. Both in the case of external and internal rotor machine, the stator can be divided in
two independent sides: this create the possibilities to feed each side with a different inverter.

Fig.4.2)Multi-stacks machine: on the right there is a double stator, internal rotor machine with
homopolar configuration; on the left is presented a double rotor, internal stator machine with
heteropolar configuration.
In literature, there are some applications [6],[7], regarding the use of induction machines where a
single inverter supply the machine with series or parallel connection of windings: each machine has
a no common mechanical load and for the series connection, a phase shift in the windings machine
is necessary to give the possibility to separate the machines control.
The use of a multi -stacks is quite different because the mechanical load is the same for each stack
and the series connection between the windings it is utilized only in the application where the
reliability required isn’t very high. In fact the most important novelty of multi stacks machines is
the rise of machines reliability. Considering the axial flux stack whit an internal rotor and two
separated stator; the windings of each stator side are connected in series or in parallel to the
respective inverter leg: the parallel configuration determines the highest reliability values, because
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the stack is similar a dual m-phase machine with the same axis. With a machine composed by n
axial flux stacks, which double side m-phases stator, it is possible to create different configurations
presented in the following, where the case of two stacks-three phases machine is considered.
Moreover, the multi stacks machine can improve the industrial manufacturing of electrical
machines. The ability to assemble different machine stacks gives the opportunity to realize easily
various machines with different power; in fact it is possible to realize different stacks which the
same external and internal diameter and the same slot/poles configuration but with different power
and combining the different stacks it is possible to reach various levels of powers. In order to show
the goodness of multi stack axial flux machine, in the following are reported the reliability analysis
of many configuration of double rotor , three phase axial flux machine composed by two stack.
- Single Inverter with Series connection between each stack and each stack side (SISS)
This configuration provides the possibility to link all the different phases of each stack side in series
(fig.5.2) . The vantage of this configuration regard the total back EMF which is equal to the sum of
back EMF of each sides phases; in this way it is possible to guarantee that in rated conditions, the
nominal voltage value is similar to the total back EMF and this implies the possibility to work with
a low load angle and with an high power factor.

Fig.5.2) Schematic of SISS configuration
The disadvantages comes from the low value of reliability. As shown in fig.6.2, if a problem occurs
on a phase windings of a stator side, the phase become completely unusable on each stacks.

Fig.6.2) Block diagram of SISS configuration: the symbol Wind/a_b indicates the generic phase of
stack “a” and stator side “b”
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If this situation occurs, it is possible to act on the control in order to improve the machine
performance. In fact considering a three phase machine and supposing that a fault occurs on the
third phase : to guarantee that the rotating magnetic field remain the same, it is necessary to feed
the machine with the follow symmetrical component vector:


j
2 j
i s   i1' e 6  i2' e 2
3







(30.2)

The symmetrical component imposes that the current in the first and second phase must be shifted
by an angle of 30° and 90° respectively and the value of current are amplified by 3 . The
amplification of current value deeply affects the machine control: if the maximum torque per
ampere strategy is considered, for respect the current limits it is necessary to divide the fixed
current limit by 3 and this increased the base speed and reduced the maximum torque of motor.
Taking into account the mathematical model in d-q reference frame of a permanent magnet motor
where the phase resistance is neglecting and where Vn, Ls, p, r are the rated phase voltage, the
phase inductance (sum of the leakage inductance and of synchronous inductance), the number of
rotor pole pairs and the no-load magnetic flux due to the magnets, it is possible to compute the base
speed as:
r ,b 

Vn

 p Ls Ilim    p r 
2

2

(31.2)

In the working domain, the base speed is the maximum speed where it is possible to work with the
total limit current in quadrature and therefore it is possible to obtain the maximum torque. If the
current limit is reduced, also the maximum torque of motor decreases and the working domain
undergoes the variation in fig.7.2:

Fig.7.2)Variation of working domain: the rated and maximum torque after a fault (Mmax,2,Mn,2)
decrease
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- Single Inverter with Series connection between each stack side and Parallel between each stack
(SISP)
The SISP (fig.8.2) derived directly from the SISS configuration, but the stack windings are
connected in parallel on the same inverter leg. The main advantage is the rise of configuration
reliability (fig.9.2).

Fig.8.2) Schematic of SISP configuration:
In fact, if a fault occurs on Wind/1_1, the generic phase of stack 1 is unserviceable, but the stack 2
is healthy. Obviously if a fault occurs on an inverter legs, both the stack are compromises.

Fig.9.2) Block diagram of SISP configuration: the symbol Wind/a_b indicates the generic phase of
stack “a” and stator side “b”
Considering fig.8.2 and 9.2, the maximum torque of motor is the sum of torque expressed by the
two stacks, and imposing that the torque of two stack is equal, the following expression is valid:
M max,tot  M max,1  M max,2 

M max,tot
2



M max,tot
2

(32.2)

If a one phase fault occurs on the windings of stack 2, the expression (32.2) become:
M max,tot _ pf  M max,1 

M max,2
3



M max,tot
2



M max,tot
2 3

 3 3 

 M max,tot  0,78M max,tot
 6 

(33.2)

Instead, taking into account the fault on one inverter legs, the maximum torque is the 57 % of
torque generated in no fault condition and it is equal to te maximum torque reached when the
windings are all connected in series (SISS configuration).
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- Single Inverter with Parallel connection between each stack side and Parallel between each
stack (SIPP)
The configuration called SIPP, allows the highest reliability in the single inverter configurations.
The greater disadvantage is about the value of back emf phase in the windings: in fact the total emf
is equal to the emf of each phase winding (the windings of each side are considered similar) and to
obtain an high value of back emf which permits to reduce the machine rated current and the load
angle, an high number of turns per phase is necessary. Moreover, considering the SISS and the
SIPP configuration and supposing that the back emf, the load angle and the power factor of machine
is the same, also the rated current of the machine is the same: in the SISS configuration, each
windings conductors are sized for the nominal current but in SIPP the current of each side is equal
to the nominal current divided by the number of stacks and the number of sides; in this way the
windings conductors are designed for a parts of nominal current and the size is less than in SISS.
Combining these features with the high number of turns request, involves that in the SIPP
configuration the resistance and inductance of a phase is higher than the phase resistance and
inductance in SISS, with an increase of losses and a variation of working domain.

Fig.10.2) Schematic of SIPP configuration

Fig.11.2) Block diagram of SIPP configuration: the symbol Wind/a_b indicates the generic phase of
stack “a” and stator side “b”
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Referring to the relation (32.2) and (33.2) and taking into account that a fault occurs on a single
phase, in the SIPP configuration the relation (34.2) and (35.2) are valid:
M max,tot  M max,1  M max,2  M max,3  Mmax,4 
M max,tot _ pf  M max,1  M max,2  M max,3 
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(35.2)

From (35.2) it is possible to note that the maximum torque value in one phase post fault operation is
about the 89% of maximum torque in healthy condition. Analog consideration due for the SISP can
be made for the fault of one inverter leg.
- Dual Inverter with Series connection between each stacks side and Parallel between each stack
(DISP)
The DISP provides the use of two inverter; each inverter supplies one or more than one stacks. This
configuration increase considerably the reliability, in particular against the inverter faults and it is
also the best solution for the single stack double rotor machine, with the two rotors mechanically
separated and where is necessary to move the two rotors with a different angular speed.

Fig.12.2) Schematic of DISP configuration

Fig.13.2) Block diagram of DISP configuration: the symbol Wind/a_b indicates the generic phase
of stack “a” and stator side “b”
In the DISP configuration, the maximum torque available in a one-phase post fault condition is the
same of SISP configuration , expressed with formula (33.2). As mentioned before, if the single
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phase fault occurs on inverter there is an improvement of maximum torque allowable. In fact, if one
of the two inverter lost one leg, the maximum torque available is the 78% of maximum torque in
health condition.
- Multi Inverter with Parallel connection between each stack side and Parallel between each
stack (MIPP)
The MIPP configuration is the configuration with the highest reliability obtainable in a multi stacks
machines. Each stator side of a stack is fed by a single inverter and acts like an independent
winding of the machine; the disadvantages are the same describe for the other configuration where
the windings of each stator side are connected in parallel; besides, the configuration introduces also
a difficulty in the control, which has to operate in synchronous manner to avoid the loss of
synchronism in the machine.

Fig.14.2) Schematic of MIPP configuration

Fig.15.2) Block diagram of MIPP configuration: the symbol Wind/a_b indicates the generic phase
of stack “a” and stator side “b”
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Supposing that a fault occurs on the one phase winding of one side stack, the maximum torque is
the same obtained in (35.2); while if one inverter legs is damaged the maximum torque available
equal to the 89% of maximum torque in health mode (and this is the maximum value obtainable
respect the other configurations presented when the one phase fault occurs in the inverter ).
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3. Linear mechatronic actuators
The linear motion is really important for the industrial application and many mechatronic system
needs a linear actuator. To create the linear motion it is possible to carry out or a linear motor or a
rotational motor joint with a mechanical gear.(es. lead screw, ball screw, roller screw).
The linear motor is indicated generally for short track and usually result more expensive than the
rotational motor with mechanical gear which are adopted in many applications. The linear actuator
constituted by a rotational motor are divided in three different categories: 1) actuators with lead
screw; 2) actuators with ball screw; 3) actuators with roller screw.
Linear motor

Lead screw

Linear actuators  

Rotational motor + Ball screw
Roller screw




The lead screw is a mechanical actuator which permits to transform the rotational motion into linear
motion with the contact between the screw and the nuts and a larger part of energy is dissipated by
friction losses. This kind of component is used for low power actuators (e.g. electronic device as
DVD reader) and where a cheap solution is required.
The mechanical actuators called ball screw is composed by a screw and a nut which is fixed to the
moving object. The nut is composed by an external case with an internal helical path for the ball
bearings; the movement of ball bearings transmits the rotational movement of screw to the linear
motion of nut. This transformation happens with a very low value of friction and with a good
precision in the positioning.
The characteristic of high performance and high precision are also typical of roller screw. The roller
screw is constituted by an internal screw and an external planetary roller screw. Both ball screw and
roller screw are the most suitable technology for linear actuators but due to the expensive costs, the
roller screw is used only for particular application where a very high precision and high speed are
required. In these thesis the ball screw actuators are considered.
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3.1 Ball screw actuators
As previous mentioned, the ball screw actuators are composed by a screw and a nut. The two
possible configuration are [1]:

Fig.1.3 2D view of a screw: Fn is the force that acting between the screw and the nuts, Dp is the
screw pitch, R is the screw radius and � is the helical angle

- ball screw driving: the screw has a rotational motion and transmit a linear motion to the nuts, that
is fixed to the moving object; in this case the contact force between the screw and nut acts on the
nuts in the same direction of nut movement. In particular, the axial and tangential forces on the
contact surface are:
Fax  Fn cos    Fn sin 

(1.3)

Ftan  Fn sin    Fn cos 

(2.3)

Referring to fig.1.3, it is possible to evaluate the helical angle as:
cos  

sin  
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(3.3)

(4.3)

and the relation (1.3) and (2.3) become:
Fax 

Fn
p 2   2 R 

2

 2 R   p 

(5.3)
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Ftan 

Fn
p   2 R 
2
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 p   2 R 

(6.3)

- ball screw driven: the nut transmit the motion to the screw; this configuration is used in some
applications like sea waves generator; in these configuration the contact force acts on the opposite
direction of nut movement. The axial and tangential force between the nuts and screw are:

Fax 

Ftan 

Fn
p 2   2 R 

2

Fn
p 2   2 R 

2

 2 R   p 

(7.3)

 p   2 R 

(8.3)

In both configurations, the screw is joined to an electric motor with or without the use of a
mechanical gear. The most interesting solutions is the actuators composed by a permanent magnet
motor joined directly to the screw: this solution permits to avoid the mechanical gear and to
increase the efficiency of the mechatronic systems.

Fig.2.3 Electric motor joint with a ball screw with a free terminal
The possible arrangement of the screw depend by the type of fixed supported and if both the
extremity of screw are fixed. In particular, one type of arrangement provides a screw terminal fixed
with a bearings (generally with a pre-loaded bearing) and the second terminal is free (as shown in
fig.2.3) ; the other possibility arrangement are constituted by the two terminal fixed with different
bearings configurations. The vibration and mechanical behavior of actuator depend by the utilized
configuration and also the model utilized in the simulation of system depends by the chosen
configuration. Referred to [2], it is considered the following model for the ball screw with a free
terminal:
 J m1  krot  2  1   M m

 J s 2  krot  2  1   i Fl

ms x1  knut  i  2  x2  x1   kax x1  0

mt x2  knut   x1  x2  i  2   Fl  0

(9.3)
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where:
Jm

= [kgm2] inertia of electric motor rotor

Js

= [kgm2] inertia of screw

Mm

= [Nm] motor torque

Fl

= [N] resistive force (sum of load force and weight of nut)

ms

= [kg] mass of the screw

mt

= [kg] sum of the nut mass and moving object mass

i

= [m/rad] ratio between the helical step and the rotor angle in radians

x1

= [m] screw axial movement

x2

= [m] nut axial movement

�1

= [rad] angle of the rotation of rotor of electric motor

�2

= [rad] angle of the rotation of the screw

krot

= [kg/s2] rotor stiffness

kax

= [kg/s2] axial stiffness

knut

= [kg/s2] nut stiffness

The value of krot depend by the torsional stiffness of rotor shaft and by the coupling between the
rotor of the motor and the screw:
1

krot


1
1


 kshaft _ rot kcoupl


krot


1
1


 kshaft _ screw kbearings







(10.3)

instead kax is equal to:





1

(11.3)

where kshaft_ax and kbearings are respectively the stiffness of screw and the stiffness of bearings. The
model is realized as show in fig. 3.3 and 4.3:

Fig.3.3 Simulation of coupling between the electric motor rotor and the screw
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Fig.4.3 Simulation of mass-spring system which describe the screw and the nut behavior; the
adaptive calculation permits to obtain the value of variable stiffness kax
The fig. 3.3 shows the simulation of rotational coupling between the electric motor and the screw.
The angle �1 and �2 are calculated during the simulation, the motor torque and the load force are
imposed by the external load and the rotational stiffness is considered constant. In the fig.4.3 is
modeled the mass spring systems which describe the screw and the nuts. In the model an adaptive
calculation of axial stiffness is necessary because its value depend by the nut position.
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3.2 Coupling between the permanent magnet motor and the
ball screw
As previous mentioned, the new applications in mechatronic provide the direct coupling between
the ball screw and the electric motor; this solution permits to avoid the use of mechanical gear and
increased the efficiency of the system. The direct coupling or direct drive solution become possible
with the utilized of permanent magnet motor. Generally, the mechanical gear are required because
the rated electric motor speed and the required speed for the screw are quite different; with the
permanent magnet motor is very simple the realization of motor with an high number of pole pairs
which permits to obtain a low speed and to couple directly the load to the motor shaft. The main
limitation to make an high pole pairs number machine is the necessity to use an high number of
stator slots (and also an high number of rotor bars for asynchronous machines); with an high
number of slots, become very difficult the respect of stator main size and in particular it is very
difficult avoid the magnetic saturation of teeth and to respect the axial and radial limit due to the
end windings length which increased with the raise of stator slots number. This problem can be
solve with the use of machine which presents a different stator and rotor pole pairs number (in
literature this kind of machines are defined as fractional slot windings machine because the number
of slot per pole and phase is calculated referred to the rotor poles pair number) and where the
electromagnetic coupling between the stator and rotor happens on a spatial harmonic depending by
the ratio between the stator and rotor pole pairs. Otherwise this kind of machines are generally
realized with a concentrated tooth windings and for the use in application where an high reliability
is required the windings is made by a single layer. The machine with different stator and rotor pole
pairs are characterized by an increase of harmonic content in the torque; this is very important in the
actuators, where exist a high risk that a resonant occurs between the machine and the linear
actuator. In order to avoid that a resonant happens, is required the study of resonant frequencies of
the ball screw and the comparison with the forcing frequencies . The frequency components in the
air gap magnetic flux density and in the torque can be calculated referred to the model presented in
chapter 4 and particularizing the model at the slot/poles configuration chosen. The natural
frequencies of ball screw can be determine from equation (9.3), using the model in frequency
domain:
M X 2  K  0

(12.3)

where M is the mass matrix which contains the mass terms and the inertia terms:
Jm
0
M
0

0

0 0 0
J s 0 0 
0 ms 0 

0 0 mt 

(13.3)

And K is the stiffness matrix:
krot
0
0 
 krot
 krot
krot
0
0 
K
 0
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knut
knut  i
knut 
 0

(14.3)
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The fig. 5.3 and 6.3 show the resonant frequencies obtained by the system (12.3) with a variable
screw length and a variable mass of nut and of the moving object. As is possible to note, there is
one frequencies which remain substantially stable at variable of length and mass, but the other one
has a meaningful variation and could create problem during the actuator performance. In fig. 5.3
and 6.3 are reported also the frequency of the first four harmonic presents in the motor torque.
For the coupling between the axial flux permanent magnet motor and the ball screw is also really
important to analyze the electromagnetic axial force which acts on the rotor and the stator. In fact,
in radial flux permanent magnet motor the axial force are negligible, but in axial flux motor the
forces due to the axial magnetic pressure are very high. To compute the axial force is necessary the
calculation of magnetic pressure. The magnetic pressure which acts in an axial flux machine is
expressed for an isotropic machine (surface mounted permanent magnet machine) as :
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(15.3)

Using formula (15.3), the axial force are calculated with the product between the magnetic pressure
and stator disc surface.
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Ball screw resonant frequency with variable nut and moving object mass
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Fig.5.3 Comparison between the resonant frequency of ball screw with variable length (a) and
variable nut(b) and moving object mass and the torque frequencies of 24 slots-20 poles three phase
machine. The black ellipses indicate the main torque frequencies of the motor.
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Ball screw resonant frequency with variable nut and moving object mass
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Fig.6.3 Comparison between the resonant frequency of ball screw with variable length(a) and
variable nut(b) and moving object mass and the torque frequencies of 20 slots-18 poles five phase
machine. The black ellipses indicate the main torque frequencies of the motor.
In fig. 7.3 and 8.3 are reported the axial force frequencies for a three phases 24 slots-20 poles
machine and for a five phases 20 slots-18 poles machine. This figures show that in the choice
screw length range and mass range there aren’t overlaps between the ball screw frequencies and the
axial force frequencies; in particular the performed analysis show that only the torque contain
frequencies which in some conditions could create resonance phenomena.
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Ball screw resonant frequency with variable nut and moving object mass
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Fig.7.3 Comparison between the resonant frequency of ball screw with variable length (a) and
variable nut (b) and moving object mass and the axial force frequencies of 24 slots-20 poles three
phase machine. The black ellipses indicate the main axial force frequencies which act in the motor.
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Ball screw resonant frequency with variable nut and moving object mass
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Fig.8.3 Comparison between the resonant frequency of ball screw with variable length (a) and
variable nut (b) and moving object mass and the axial force frequencies of 20 slots-18 poles five
phase machine. The black ellipses indicate the main axial force frequencies which act in the motor.
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4. Design of axial flux machine for ball screw
actuator
The aim of the thesis is the design of an axial flux multi stack machine which can be used to
substitute a radial permanent magnet machine jointed with a ball screw. Taking into account the
radial permanent magnet motor characteristic, the design constraints obtained are shown in tab.4.1:
10000 W
Total machine output power
280 mm
External maximum diameter
120 mm
Internal minimum diameter
<350 mm
Axial length
B
Thermal class
440 V
Rated phase to phase voltage
590 rpm
Rated speed
900 rpm
Maximum speed
Natural cooling
Cooling
Tab4.1. Design constraints for the multi stacks machine
The output mechanical power of radial flux permanent magnet motor is 10 kW and the motor is
coupled directly with a ball screw actuators and generally a preload on the bearing is request to
guarantee the movement of actuator screw: some experimental test have detected that the greatest
part of machine losses shall be counted by the mechanical losses in the bearings due to the preload
and this must be taking into account during the torque validation with finite element analysis and
also in the thermal analysis of machine. The machine cooling is performed with natural air and
without the use of fun: in this way it is possible to realize a totally enclosed motor and to shield the
permanent magnet against dust or other contingencies (like the ice in aerospace applications), but
this implies to limit the current density in the conductor and the linear current density of machine
with an increase of machine sizes. The geometric constraints are obtained with some considerations
about the maximum dimension of frame and the diameter required for the ball screw. The radial
flux machine is made with 24 slots-20 poles and has two poles pairs on the stator and ten poles pair
on the rotor; the phases coil are concentrated around the stator teeth and are realized with a single
layer windings. The coupling between the rotor and stator happens on the fifth stator magnetic field
harmonic which correspond to the 100 Hz frequency (fig.1.4 a).
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Fig.1.4 a) Harmonic content of the stator magneto motive force for a 24 slots- 20 poles machine;
b)Winding factor of the stator windings for a 24 slots- 20 poles machine.
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The fig. 1.4b) show the variation of winding factor for the first 10 harmonics. Obviously, only the
odd harmonics number are contained in the magneto motive force. As it is possible to note from fig.
1.4 b), the winding factor of 5th and 7th harmonics is the same: this gives us the possibility to create
a coupling on the 7th magnetic field harmonic utilizing a rotor with 14 poles pairs.
In order to compare the radial flux motor and the multi stacks machine, it was decided to maintain
the same slots/poles configuration in each stack which has a mechanical power of 3500 W and the
topologies chosen is the axial flux double rotor machine; also the current density imposed in the
conductor is the same utilized in the conductors of radial flux machine (5 A/mm2). Regarding the
maximum values of magnetic flux density in the machine, it was decided to size the machine with a
maximum value of 1,6 T in the rotor yokes, 1,4 T in the tooth and 0,9 T in the air gap. The design
procedure provided three different machine which are analyzed with a finite element analysis and
compared between them. The differences between the three machine are related to the outer stator
and rotor diameter and to the shape of teeth. In the following paragraphs are reported the main
machine sizes and the results obtained with finite element analysis:
-

Axial flux double rotor machine: MFA3500-159

The single stack of these machine has the following features:
MFA3500-159 Features
3500 W
Stack power
240mm
External diameter
120 mm
Internal minimum diameter
114 mm
Axial length
636
Number of turns per phase
24/20
Slots/poles configuration
43 mm
Slot length
417 mm2
Tooth area
1 mm
Air gap
N38SH
Type of magnets
11,3°
Magnet polar arc
3,1 mm
Length of magnet
B
Thermal class
440
V
Rated phase to phase voltage
5,6 A
Rated current
590 rpm
Rated speed
900 rpm
Maximum speed
Natural cooling
Cooling
Tab.4.2 MFA3500-159 features
The magnetic flux density in the machine and in the tooth are given in fig. 2.4. The results show
that the imposed maximum values of magnetic flux density are respected in the main part of the
machine, but a very high magnetic saturation occurs at the base of tooth. In order to guarantee the
machine performance, each phase is composed by 636 turns which are wrapped around four teeth.
The fill factors obtained is equal to 0,57 and this value is very high for round conductor and
probably, only the use of flat conductors could permits the realization of the windings.
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Fig.2.4On the left is shown the total view of magnetic flux density in the machine MFA3500-159; on
the right a tooth particular is shown
The single stack electromagnetic torque is calculated with a transient analysis, imposing the rated
speed and the rated current and the result is shown in fig.3.4. The maximum torque ripple is around
10 Nm.
Electromagnetic torque at rated speed and rated current
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Fig.3.4 Electromagnetic torque obtained with a transient analysis at rated speed of 590 rpm and
rated current of 5,6 A
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-

Axial flux double rotor machine: MFA3500-159CT

The second machine designed and analyzed is similar to the previous machine but some modifies
has been executed on the teeth shape. The stator and rotor main sizes are the same of first machine,
and also the number of turns is the same.
MFA3500-159CT Features
3500 W
Stack power
240mm
External diameter
120 mm
Internal minimum diameter
114 mm
Axial length
636
Number of turns per phase
24/20
Slots/poles configuration
43 mm
Slot length
360 mm2
Tooth area
1 mm
Air gap
N38SH
Type of magnets
11,3°
Magnet polar arc
3,1 mm
Length of magnet
B
Thermal class
440 V
Rated phase to phase voltage
590 rpm
Rated speed
900 rpm
Maximum speed
Natural cooling
Cooling
Tab.4.3 MFA3500-159CT features
The new tooth shape permits to reduce the magnetic saturation at the base of tooth but the reduction
of tooth area increased the average value of magnetic flux density respect the previous machine, as
shown in fig.4.4. In this case the obtained fill factor is equal to 0,53.

Fig.4.4 On the left is shown the total view of magnetic flux density in the machine MFA3500159CT; on the right a tooth particular is shown
The fig.5.4 shows the electromagnetic torque obtained by the analysis of a single stack.
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MFA3500-156CT : electromagnetic torque at rated speed and rated current
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Fig.5.4 Electromagnetic torque obtained with a transient analysis at rated speed of 590 rpm and
rated current of 5,6 A
-

Axial flux double rotor machine: MFA3500-109

The last machine is obtained with a variation of stator and rotor external diameter and with a
reduction of number of turns per phase. This changes permit to reduce the axial length of the
machine and also the fill factor in the slots (0,32).
MFA3500-109 Features
3500 W
Stack power
280mm
External diameter
120 mm
Internal minimum diameter
97 mm
Axial length
436
Number of turns per phase
24/20
Slots/poles configuration
34 mm
Slot length
514 mm2
Tooth area
1 mm
Air gap
N38SH
Type of magnets
11,3°
Magnet polar arc
3,1 mm
Length of magnet
B
Thermal class
440 V
Rated phase to phase voltage
590 rpm
Rated speed
900 rpm
Maximum speed
Natural cooling
Cooling
Tab.4.4 MFA3500-109CT features
As shown in fig.6.4, the maximum value of magnetic flux density in the machine is lower than the
other two machines and the magnetic saturation is not reached in the slots. The diameter of rotor
and stator are different: this configuration permits to bind the stator at the machine frame and if a
forced cooling is required, it is possible to create a path for air flow along the rotors and the sides of
the stator. In this machine, the slots width are greater than the other machines obtained: in this way
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it is reached a low value of fill factor which is required for round conductor but this allows a high
torque ripple as shown in fig.7.4.

Fig.6.4 On the left is shown the total view of magnetic flux density in the machine MFA3500-109;
on the right a tooth particular is shown
MFA3500-109 : electromagnetic torque at rated speed and rated current
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Fig.7.4 Electromagnetic torque obtained with a transient analysis at rated speed of 590 rpm and
rated current of 5,6 A
The value of ripple torque can be reduced with the choice of different type of slot. In the previous
machine an open slot was used and this permits to facilitate the insertion of windings and the
realization of stator (for example it is possible to realize the stator with a machining of soft
powdered magnetic materials). The semi-open slot permits to reduce the torque ripple and also the
cogging torque, but the manufacture of the machine became more difficult.
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4.1 Comparison between the obtained machines
In this paragraph, is reported the comparison between the three machines; in particular, the
comparison is made considering the mean value of torque, the maximum value of cogging torque,
the torque and the back emf constant, the fill factor of windings, the Joule and the iron losses of the
machines. Referring to fig.8.4, each sized machine gives the minimum electromagnetic torque
required. The lowest value regards the MFA3500-159CT; in fact these machine is different from the
MFA3500-159 only for the tooth shape and the reduction of tooth area changes the total flux linked
by the machine windings and therefore the machine torque is decreased. The mean value of torque
is calculated at rated current and rated speed of the machine.
Mean value of electromagnetic torque at rated speed and rated current
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Fig.8.4Mean values of electromagnetic torque [Nm] computed for the three machine: MFA3500159, MFA3500-159CT, MFA3500-109.
The fig.9.4shows the maximum values of cogging torque computed with a no-load 3D finite
element analysis. The machine MFA3500-109 has the maximum value of cogging torque: this is
due to fact that the machine is made with an high area of tooth which gives a variation of magnetic
energy in the air gap greater than the other two cases and introducing also an high ripple in the
torque.
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Fig.9.4 Maximum values of cogging torque [Nm] computed for the three machine: MFA3500-159,
MFA3500-159CT, MFA3500-109.
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Two important machine parameters useful for the comparison are the torque constant kt and the
back emf constant, ke. Those parameters can be considered respectively as the proportional
coefficient between the machine torque and machine current and between the back electromotive
force induced in the phases and the speed of the machine. Both the parameters are strictly
dependent by the number of turns.
Torque constant at rated speed
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Fig.10.4 Torque constant [Nm/A] computed for the three machine: MFA3500-159, MFA3500159CT, MFA3500-109.
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Fig.11.4 EMF constant [V/rpm] computed for the three machine: MFA3500-159, MFA3500159CT, MFA3500-109.
The fig.10.4 puts in evidence that the higher value of kt is reached by the first sized machine
(MFA3500-159), but the last machine (MFA3500-109) has a similar value of kt with a low number
of turns (this is due to the greater sizes of machine which allows a greater value of linked flux).
Instead the ke has the maximum value for the machine “MFA3500-159” and the minimum value for
the last machine and taking into account the rated speed of machine, in the first machine the back
emf is equal to 283 V, in the second is equal to 215 V and in the last machine is 198V. Considering
the phase to phase voltage imposed for the machine, it is evident that the first machine could not
respect the voltage limit (the rated phase to phase voltage is 440 V).
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Another important parameters for the comparison between two or more electrical machines are the
electrical losses of the machines. The electrical losses in a permanent magnet machines are
constituted by the Joule losses, the iron losses and the magnet losses. The last type of losses are
usually negligible for low speed permanent magnet machine and become very important in high
speed applications. Therefore the comparison shown in this chapter taking into account only the
Joule Losses and the iron losses . Both the two type of losses are computed during the finite element
analysis and for the Bertotti’s coefficient are utilized [2],[3] to compute the iron losses. As it is
possible to note from fig.12.4, the MFA3500-109 is the machine with the lowest values of iron
losses but with the highest value of joule losses due to the high value of phase resistance.
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Fig.12.4 Joule losses [W] and Iron losses [W] computed for the three machine: MFA3500-159,
MFA3500-159CT, MFA3500-109.
During the manufacturing of an electrical machines, the slots fill factor is one of the most important
parameter to check before the realization of prototype. Depending by the type of conductor (round
conductor or flat) and by the thickness of insulation, an high value of fill factor permits to exploit
all the machine surface and to improve the machine performance. In fig.13.4 are reported the fill
factor required by machines: probably the manufacturing of MFA3500-159 and MFA3500-159CT
it is possible only with the use of flat conductors while the MFA3500-109 permits the use of round
conductors.
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Fig.13.4 Fill factor of the three machine: MFA3500-159, MFA3500-159CT, MFA3500-109.
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The fig.14.4 shows the synchronous inductance calculated in the machine. As it is possible to note,
the MFA3500-109 machine has the lower value of synchronous inductance. This is due to the low
number of turns respect the other two machine. The inductances difference between the other two
machine with the same number of turn is related to the difference shape of the machine slots.
Synchronous inductances of the machines
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Fig.14.4 Synchronous inductances of the machines: MFA3500-159, MFA3500-159CT, MFA3500109.
The final check realized with the finite element analysis is the verify of machine behavior in the
flux weakening operation zone. The maximum speed allowable in the considered application is 900
rpm; taking into account the machine parameters and considering that in the flux weakening
working point the machine works with the rated voltage and the rated current, in fig.15.4 is shown
the electromagnetic torque developed by the three different machines:
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Fig.15.4 Electromagnetic torque in the flux weakning operation zone, at maximum speed of 900
rpm and Id equal to 6,86 A: MFA3500-159, MFA3500-159CT, MFA3500-109.
The higher electromagnetic torque is provided by the MFA3500-159 machine, but the other
machines have an electromagnetic torque slightly lower than the MFA3500-159 and it is possible to
affirm that the mechanical behavior in the flux weakening operation zone is the same for the three
machines.
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4.2 The prototyping of axial flux machine with the 3D printer
The rapid growth of 3D printers gives the opportunity to check the sizes of an electrical machines
before the manufacturing of prototype. The most critical thing to check in an electrical machine is
the correct insertion of coil and insulations in the slot. In fact, usually when a special electrical
machine is designed, it is possible to impose a wrong value of fill factor which doesn't permits the
correct insertion of the coils in the slots. In the following are reported the image related to the check
of the slots size of machine MFA3500-109 through the prototyping process with the 3D printer.

Fig.16.4 Single coil of windings (each phase is constituted by four type of this coil). By courtesy of
Umbra Cuscinetti SpA

Fig.17.4 In the figure is shown a single coil which is wrapped around the teeth of machine. By
courtesy of Umbra Cuscinetti SpA
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The fig. 17.4 shows the correct choice of slot sizes and the compatibility between the slot and the
coil reported in fig.16.4. On the top and on the bottom of the slot it is possible to individuate a
vacuum which is necessary to leave for the realization of neutral connection and for all the welds
necessary for the coil. The fig.4.18 shows a frontal view of the coil inside the machine. It is clear
that the coil is correctly inserted into the slot and it is evident the possibility to make a coil with
more turns. In fig.19.4 a cross section of MFA3500-109 obtained with 3D printer is shown.

Fig.18.4 Frontal view of a single coil wrapped around the teeth of machine. By courtesy of Umbra
Cuscinetti SpA

Fig.19.4 View of machine 3d printer prototype
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Appendix of Chapter 4:
Finite element analysis of an axial flux permanent magnet
machine
The finite element analysis is composed by three steps: the pre-processing , the analysis and the
post-processing. In the pre-processing steps happens the choice of type of analysis (2D, 3D, quasi
3D), the cad modelling of geometry and the boundary conditions are imposed. The finite element
simulation can be performed considering the field time invariant (magnetostatic analysis) or time
variant (AC magnetostatic analysis ), or considering that all the electrical (and also the mechanical
parameter of an electrical machine) changing in the time (transient analysis). The final step of a
finite element analysis is the post-processing where all the solutions are processed. Regarding the
electrical machines analysis, in the post-processing operation it is possible to calculate all the
electrical parameter and the electrical losses of the machine, the calculation of magnetic flux
density permits also to check the machine saturation and the magnet working point. Considering the
machine performance, the finite element analysis makes available the computation of
electromagnetic torque developed by the machine. The electromagnetic torque is usually calculate
in this different way:
- Maxwell stress tensor method
The Maxwell stress tensor provides the value (4.7) of normal Fn and tangential (4.8) components
Ft of electromagnetic force which acts in the air gap region on the stator and rotor:
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In (4.7) and (4.8) Bn, Bt are respectively the normal and tangential components of magnetic flux
density. The normal component of force doesn’t create a torque component but acts only with an
electromagnetic pressure on the stator and on the rotor and it is the mainly causes of vibrations and
noise. The unique contribute to the torque is due to the tangential force (4.8), and considering the
mean value of the air gap surface integral of (4.8), the torque expression for an axial flux machine
is:
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where p is the number of poles pairs, g is the air gap width, Dout and Din are the external and the
internal machine diameters.
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- Method of virtual work
The method of virtual works is based on the calculation of magnetic co-energy variation for
different rotor position and with a fixed current value:
T 

 Wm'
mecc

(4.10)
i cost

Both (4.9) and (4.10) can be utilized for the cogging torque computation. In this case it is necessary
that the current in windings machine is zero and only the machine magnetization is only due to the
permanent magnet motor.
The finite element analysis shown in this thesis are performed with the software Flux Cedrat.
Using the finite element analysis, the machine inductances can be calculated taking into account the
total flux linkage along the d-q axis reference frame:
d  m  Ld id
  L i
qq
 q

(4.11)

In the relation (4.11) φd, φq and φm are respectively the linkage flux along the direct axis, the
quadrature axis and the linkage flux due to the permanent magnets while Ld and Lq are the direct
and quadrature inductances. With a finite element software, it is possible to eliminate the
magnetization of permanent magnet and to impose a current along the direct axis. In this way the
only component of flux is the direct axis component and it is easy to calculate the Ld. The same
considerations are valid for the calculation of Lq. The difference betwenn Ld and Lq in the machine
with superficial permanent magnet is very low; for this reason it is possible to evaluate only the
synchronous reactance of the machine. The procedure is based on the calculation of magnetic
energy stored in the machine airgap, and with the relation (4.12) it is possible to obtain the
synchronous reactance:
Ls 

2Wm
3I s

(4.12)

where Wm is the magnetic energy stored in the air gap, and Is is the maximum value of current
which flows in the phases.
The analysis of an axial flux machine could have some difficulties due to the geometry of machine.
In particular it is possible to perform three different type of analysis: 2D, quasi 3-D and 3D
analysis.
The 2D approach in an axial flux machine consists in the fact that the radial component of the
magnetic flux density is neglected and the only considered components in a cylindrical coordinate
system are the axial component and the circumferential component:
B  B  , z  e  Bz  , z  ez

(4.13)
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Assuming the relation (4.13), the potential vector A has a component only along radial direction.
The considered Maxwell’s equations are:
 B  0
(4.14)
 H  0
(4.15)
and the magnetic flux density is related to the magnetic field with the following equation:
B  r H  Br
(4.16)
Assuming (4.14),(4.15),(4.16) and considering the Coulomb gauge , the final equation to solve in
2D analysis is:
1 2 A  2 A
1 Br
 2 
2
2
r 
z
r 

(4.17)

The analysis is performed along a symmetry axis in the machine. The symmetry axis can be two:
the first is obtained with a cutting plane which affects and divided the slots in two equal parts
(fig.20.4), the latter could be obtained considering the average diameter and carry out a machine
linearization (fig.21.4).

Fig.20.4 On the left is shown the 3D view of a slot and on the right 2D section of slot

Fig.21.4 The average diameter (red circle) is linearized and the 2D view is shown on the right
The same consideration are made for the rotor and magnet whom overlooking the slot. The 2D
analysis of an axial flux machine can introduces an high error, because there is a great uncertain in
the definition of domain depth; in fact the domain depth is an equivalent depth which is calculated
taking into account the total volume of machine.
The linearization of machine is also used in quasi 3-D modeling [1]. In quasi 3-D analysis, the axial
flux machine can be considered as the composition of several linear machines and the sum of
single linearized machines gives the total axial flux machine analysis. The procedure starts with the
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selection of a computation plane in different point (for example it is possible to start from the
external diameter and to create an iteration procedure until the average diameter). On the selected
computation plane it is performed the transformation between the 3D machine in 3D linearized
machine which is transformed in 2D plane.
Instead, the 3D analysis is the most complete analysis for an axial flux machine because takes into
account all the boundaries effects neglected by the other analysis. In 3D analysis, the equation (5)
used in 2D become:
1    A  1 2 A  2 A
1 Br
 2 
r
 2
2
r r  r  r 
r 
z

(4.18)

The 3D analysis gives an high precision solutions respects to the 2D or quasi 3D analysis, but
obviously this precision required an high computational cost and an increase of simulation time.
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5. Mathematical model of concentrated single layer
windings used in fault tolerant applications
In this chapter, the mathematical model of a machine with a tooth concentrated single layer
windings is presented. The model is developed in a general manner and can be used for all slots
and poles combinations. Usually, the machine with concentrated single layer windings are
considered as fractional slot windings machines, because the main poles pairs considered are the
rotor poles pairs. The proposed approach is based on the consideration that the machine is designed
with a different number of stator (psta) and rotor (pr) poles pairs and the coupling between the stator
magnetic flux density and the rotor magnetic flux density occurs on the generic spatial harmonic of
the stator. Considering a generic concentrated windings (the concentrated windings are obtained
considering the maximum pitch obtainable by the full pitch of a single layer windings), the turn
functions is:
2τp

αele

θele

Fig.1.5 Stator linearization: τp is the polar pitch, αele is the slot electrical angle, θele is the stator
electrical angle.
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(5.1)
where ele is the stator electric angular slot,  p is the polar pitch, N is the number of turns for tooth,
n is the generic harmonics, m is the number of phases, k is the considered phase, θ is the mechanical
angle and θele is the electrical angle. The relation (5.1) become:
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(5.2)

From the turns function obtained in (5.2) it is possible to write the distribution of magneto motive
force generated by the stator windings:
F  , t  
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 2 


ele  

k 1 h 1

(5.3)

Considering that the polar pitch  p in electrical angle is equal to π, the (3) is written as:
F  , t  

m



  h k
4N

avv ik

k 1 h 1

 t  cos hpsta   k  1


2 
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(5.4)

where :
  
kavv  sin  h ele 
 2 

(5.5)

The relation (4) become:
F  , t  

m
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j   k 1  
2
m 
Fh  e jhpsta ik  t  e 


m
h 1





k 1

(5.6)

With:
Fh 

2 mN
kavv
 h

(5.7)

With the results provided by the relations (5.6) and (5.7), some examples are shown in the
following. The figures 2.5a) and 2.5b) show the magneto motive distribution for two different three
phase single layer windings machines and in the figures 3.5a) and 3.5b) are illustrated the magneto
motive force of a single phase :
Harmonic content in p.u. for 6 slots- 4 poles, three phase machine
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Fig.2.5 Magneto motive force distribution for 24 slots-20 poles three phase machine (a) and for 6
slots-4 poles three phase machine (b).
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Magnetomotive force of a single phase, 6 slots-4 poles configuration
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Fig.3.5 Magneto motive force distribution for 24 slots-20 poles three phase machine (a) and for 6
slots-4 poles three phase machine (b).
The first machine has 24 slots and 20 rotor poles, while the second machine is made with a
configuration of 6 slots-4 poles machine. As is possible to note, the harmonic contain of first
machine presents only the odd harmonics while in the second machine harmonic content all the
harmonics orders are included (obviously only the third harmonic is not included).
Harmonic content in p.u. for 20 slots- 18 poles, five phase machine
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Fig.4.5 Magneto motive force distribution for10 slots-4 poles three five machine (a) and for 20
slots-18 poles five phase machine (b).
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Magnetomotive force of a single phase, 10 slots-4 poles configuration

Magnetomotive force of a single phase, 20 slots-18 poles configuration
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Fig.5.5 Magneto motive force distribution for10 slots-4 poles three five machine (a) and for 20
slots-18 poles five phase machine (b).
The figures 4.5a) and 4.5b) show the magneto motive distribution for two single layer windings ,
five phase machines with 10 slots-4 poles and 20 slots, while the fig. 5.5a) and 5.5b) represent the
magneto motive force of a single phase of the machine.
Starting from the equation (5.6), the air gap flux density generated by the stator is obtained with the
introduction of air gap permeance function evaluated as:
  ,t  



  cos  2zhp  
z

(5.8)

r r

z 0

with h the generic harmonic of permeance function, , pr is the number of magnet poles pairs and r
is the mechanical rotor angle; the following formula for the stator air gap flux density is obtained:
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The air gap magnetic flux density in the air gap is calculated as:
Br  , t  
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(5.10)

In (5.10) Br is the residual magnetic flux density, nr is the harmonic index, β is the half of magnet
pole pitch.
The air gap magnetic flux density is computed as the sum of stator and rotor terms:
Bairgap  , t     ,t 




h 1

Bs ,h  e jhpsta is  



 B  e
nr
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(5.11)

Utilizing always the virtual works principle and starting from the relation (5.11), it is possible to
calculate the value of torque for the case of isotropic machine (magnetic behavior constant in the
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air gap ) and in the case of anisotropic machine (there is a main magnetic path along one direction).
The torque is calculate as:
2

T  , t   K1



Bairgap  , t 

0

F  , t 


d

(5.12)

where K1 is a constant which depends by the type of machine (radial or axial flux machine), θ is the
stator mechanical angle. In order to explain the coupling between the stator an rotor poles pairs
which permits the generation of the torque, in fig. 6.5 the distribution of linear current density for a
24 slots-20 poles three phase machine is displayed:
Linear current density of a 24 slots-20 poles three phase machine
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Fig.6.5 Magneto motive force distribution for10 slots-4 poles three five machine (a) and for 20
slots-18 poles five phase machine (b).
As is possible to note, the main harmonic of the stator linear current density distribution is the 5th .
In the examined case, the stator has two pole pairs therefore the fifth harmonic generates a magnetic
flux density which the same period of the magnetic flux density creates by the ten pole pairs of the
rotor.
In the case of isotropic machine, the relation (5.12) become:
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The product between the terms of (5.13) is equal to zero if the index h and n are different, therefore:
2
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(5.14)

Assuming that the product between the real part and the imaginary part of two complex number is
equal to the half sum of imaginary part of the product between the two complex number and the
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imaginary part of the product between the complex conjugate of the first complex number and the
second complex number, the relation (5.14) can be written as:
2

T=K
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 e
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(5.15)

where K=0 K1 . Indicating with α the angle between the direct axis of rotor and the magnetic axis of
the first phase:
  r  

(5.16)

the relation (5.15) become:
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The (5.17) gives a value different from zero if and only if the following relation is respected:
nr  h

psta
pr

(5.18)

and the torque is expressed by the relation (5.19):
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In order to particularize the model for an anisotropic machine, in the permeance function is
considered the constant value of permeance and the first harmonic: in this way the air gap magnetic
flux density become:
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and the electromagnetic torque for an anisotropic machine become:
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(5.21)

The torque expressed in (5.21) is composed by two terms: the firs is equal to the relation (5.19) ,
the latter is the term due to the anisotropy of the machine and is different from zero only for the
harmonics of magnetic flux density which respect the following relation:
n2

pr
h
psta

(5.22)
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6. Control strategies for an axial flux double rotor
permanent magnet motor
In recent years, the use of AC electrical drives in industrial and in aerospace applications is rising;
therefore it is necessary to develop new machine and new converter with faults tolerant features in
order to increase the reliability of the drives. As cited in [1], the concept of a fault tolerant drive
system is the possibility to operate with a minimum level of performance after a fault. In most of
industrial applications, the electric motor is a three-phase induction motor or permanent magnet
synchronous machine which is preferred in the applications where an high torque/power density is
required. Usually each motors are fed by a voltage-source inverter supplied from a dc bus which
can be substituted by a battery or a super capacitor. The increase of reliability level can be obtained
with the usage of two motors in parallel (one master and another slave or in standby operation) or
changing the converter and motor configuration as shown in [2]. In [2] is presented a simple and
efficient reconfiguration of an AC drives composed by an three legs inverter and an induction
motor; this configuration differs from the standard topology of a three phase AC drive because the
neutral point of motor is linked to the midpoint of dc-link fig (1.6a).

a)

b)

Fig.1.6Three phase AC Drives with a connection between the neutral point and the middle point of
DC-Link; a)without triac on neutral b) with triac on the neutral.
In healthy operations, the current in neutral is practically zero while in the fault operations the
current in the neutral become the sum of phases currents. In some application to guarantee that the
neutral current is zero in normal mode operation, the neutral point of motors is separated to the dclink by a triac fig.(1.6b), [2],[3], which is activated when a fault occurs in the motors windings or in
the converter legs. As shown in [2], in order to obtain the same air gap rotating magnetic field is
necessary that the following relations are respected:
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(6.1)

In (6.1) it is assumed that the fault occurs on the third phase. To assure the same rotating magnetic
field occurs that the currents must be increased by a factor of 3 and shifted by  / 6 . As it is
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possible to note, the sum of new current i1 and i2 is different from zero and this implies the necessity
to use the neutral connected to the middle point of dc-link. The fig. (2.6 a,b) and (3.6 a,b) shows the
real and imaginary parts of symmetrical component in a normal operation and the symmetrical
component with a fault occurs in the third phase. As it is possible to note, during the fault operation
the symmetrical component parts (the blue dotted line) are not equal to the symmetrical
component parts in normal operation and this determines a variation of rotating magnetic field in
the air gap and then a worsening of machine performance.
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Comparison between the imaginary part of symmetrical component before and after fault
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Fig.2.6 Symmetrical component in normal and fault operation without the transformation of
formula (6.1): a) real part of symmetrical component, b) imaginary part of symmetrical component
Instead in fig.3.6 a, b is made the comparison between the symmetrical component in normal
operation and the symmetrical component in fault operation with the reconfiguration suggested by
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relation (6.1). The symmetrical component obtained in fault operation coincides with the
symmetrical component in normal operation.
Comparison between the real part of symmetrical component before and after the fault
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Fig.3.6 Symmetrical component in normal and fault operation with the transformation of formula
(6.1) : a) real part of symmetrical component, b) imaginary part of symmetrical component
Obviously, the application of reconfiguration proposed in [2] and [3] determines a reduction of
machine operation domain in terms of maximum torque allowable and of maximum speed reached.
In fault tolerant drives the three-phase motor is replaced by a motor with more than three phases.
The needed reliability level is then reached by the fact that this motor can run on a reduced number
of phases as shown for the three phase machine, but with a low degradation of performance respect
the three phase motor.
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In the technical literature are reported different applications of multiphase AC drives. For example
in [4] is analyzed a two-motor five-phase drive system with series connection of stator windings: in
this case is introduced an appropriate phase transposition in the series connection of two machines
in order to create a complete decoupling of the flux/torque-producing currents between the two
machines.
In [5] are reported an analytical current control strategies adopted to guarantee a safe drive
operation after three different fault types: the open circuit condition of a single phase, the open
circuit condition of two nonadjacent phases, and the open circuit condition of two adjacent phases.
In particular are compared two motors with a double and single layers windings and the difference
between the two different windings are highlighted.
The paper [6] proposes a global fault-tolerant control (FTC) for multiphase permanent-magnet
machine drives and it is based on an optimization problem to produce ripple-free output torque with
minimum joule losses. This approach has the important features of flexibility and simplicity in all
possible fault conditions.
One of the most interesting features of double rotors axial flux machine is the double side stator. In
the previous chapters, the benefits of this configuration are cited and in particular the main features
regarding the possibility to make the machine with two separated windings fed by the same inverter
or by two separated inverters. In fig.4.6 is shown the case of a four legs inverter with a three phase
double rotor motor, while fig.5.6 shows the case of five legs inverter with the three phase motor:

Fig.4.6 Four legs inverter and a three phase axial flux double rotor motor: the third phase of the
two stator are separated and linked to two different inverter legs.
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Fig.5.6 Five legs inverter and a three phase axial flux double rotor motor: the second and the third
phase of the two stator are separated and linked to two different inverter legs.
In the following paragraphs are examined two different configurations which are able to control
independently the two rotors.

6.1 Dual rotors axial flux permanent magnet machine fed by
four legs inverter
The dual rotor axial flux machine allows the possibility to control two separated loads at two
different speed. Obviously the possibility to control the rotors in two different manner depends also
by the chosen inverter. For example, the usage of two independent inverters can guarantee a
complete decoupling of the control of the two motor. In order to reduce the number of inverter legs,
it was analyzed the configuration shown in fig.6.6 :

Fig.6.6 Four legs inverter and a three phase axial flux double rotor motor: only two phases for
each side of stator are controlled
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The four leg configuration permits to control in a separated manner the two rotors both in terms of
speed and torque. The best advantages carried out by this configuration is the saving costs due to
the fact that a four leg inverter supplies two three phase windings. The most important
disadvantages are the limitation of voltage on a single phase coil and the absence of redundance in
the inverter. The control of this configuration has been well examined in the literature: in [7] are
investigated the possibilities for minimizing component cost in variable speed induction motor
drives , with a technique called phase asymmetric PWM; in [8] is reported a new space-vector
modulation strategy suitable for a four switches voltage-source inverter which minimizes the
machine torque ripple, while in [9] the developed modulation strategy permits to reduce the dc-link
voltage ripple.
Considering the results obtained in [8] - [9] and referring to fig. 7.6, the voltages between the point
a,b,c and the neutral point n are:
uan  ua 0  un 0

ubn  ub 0  un 0
u  u  u
c0
n0
 cn

(6.2)

Fig.7.6 Four leg inverter configuration with the neutral point and legs.
Applying the Millman theorem to calculate the voltage un0 and taking into account that the sum of
the line to neutral voltages is zero, the relation (6.2) becomes:
2
1

uan  3 ua 0  3  ub 0  uc 0 

2
1

ubn  ub 0   ua 0  uc 0 
3
3

2
1

ucn  3 uc 0  3  ua 0  ub 0 


(6.3)

The ua0 is equal to Vdc/2 while the values of ub0 and uc0 can be Vdc or zero. In the table 1 are
reported the value of phase voltages with different values of ub0 and uc0 . Referring to the case of a
three phase inverter legs and taking into account the table 6.1, it is easily to note that the
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configuration analyzed introduced some limits in the maximum voltage allowable in the phases. In
the fig.8.6 is reported a simple control scheme based on an hysteresis current control for this
inverter topologies.
The connections between the four legs of the inverter and the two windings of the two stator sides
allows a separated control for the two rotors of the machine. The choice of an hysteresis current
control is due to the fact that this configuration can be applied in low power applications where a
contra rotating rotors are utilized, for example in low power unmanned aerial vehicles propellers
[10].
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Table 6.1: Values of voltage uan ,ubn and ucn

Fig.8.6 Control scheme of four leg inverter configuration based on hysteresis modulation of current
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In the figures 9.6 and 10.6, are shown some results about the simulation of control scheme of
fig.8.6.
The fig.9.6 shows a speed variation of the second rotor: the initial speeds are different (the angular
speed of first rotor is 20 rad/s while the angular speed of second rotor is 40 rad/s) and at t=2s the
second rotor was braked (the torque in fig.6.11 become negative).
The fig.10.6 well highlighted the separation of the control between the two rotor: in fact during the
load variation the first rotor is not interested by torque or angular speed perturbations.
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Fig.9.6 Angular speed of the two rotors: the initial speeds are different but a time t=2s the second
rotor is braked and reached the same speed of first rotor
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Fig.10.6 Output torque of machines: the variation of torque of second rotor machine doesn’t
influence the first rotor

6.2 Dual rotors axial flux permanent magnet machine fed by
five legs inverter
Some application of dual three phase permanent magnet machine fed by a five legs inverter can be
found in [11] and in [12]. In [11] is implemented a position control for the two motor, while in [12]
is developed a model predictive control necessitating a state-space modeling based on the direct and
quadrature axis of the two machine. The five legs configuration proposed in fig.11.6 allows the
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possibility to control the machine with two different loads on the rotors, introducing a redundance
in the drive and reducing the voltage limits which affected the four switch configuration, but the
limitation of this configuration is inherent the angular speed of the two rotors which must be the
same.
The proposed five legs configuration is made with a double rotor machine with two corresponding
phase of the two stator sides places in an open phase configuration and linked to the dc-link. The
other phases are connected to the middle point of dc-link. The connections to the dc-link permits to
feed the windings of the machine with three unbalanced currents.
The presence of a common leg between the two windings of the stator implies that the current in
this leg must be the same and this can create a problem specially when the two rotors work with
different loads and a standard control determines two different currents in the common phases. To
solve this is used a simple algorithm which identifies the two rotors as “master” and the “slave”.
The master-slave algorithm identification is based on the comparison between the angular position
of the two rotors as shown in fig.12.6: the master rotor is identified as the most loaded rotor. After
the selection of master rotor and slave rotor, the reference currents for the master windings are
calculated in a regular manner, while the reference currents of slave windings are reported in
formula (6.4):

3
3
isy ,slr  i3
i1,s  isx ,s 
2
2

i  3i  i
sy , s
3
 2,s

(6.4)

where i3 is the current in the common phase of master and slave windings and it is determined by
the master control; isx,s and isy,s are respectively the real and the imaginary part of symmetrical
component of slave rotor, i1,s and i2,s are the currents of the other two phases of slave windings.

Fig.11.6 Five legs inverter with three phase axial flux double rotor motor: the third phase of each
winding is separated from the other two phases.
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θrot,1
θrot,2

Fig.12.6 Master and slave rotors identification
The fig.13.6 shows the control scheme utilized. As mentioned before, in this configuration the
angular speed of the two rotors must be the same. This can create some problems during the master
and slave control, because the slave machine can reached the angular speed before the master
machine (which is the most loaded machine) and synchronism between the two rotors is lost.
The necessity to guarantee the synchronism is due to the fact that the current in the third phase of
the two windings is the same and only the synchronism permits to avoid that the currents in the
other two phases have the same frequency of current in the common leg. The synchronism is
guaranteed by a PI regulator which compare the speed of master and slave and acts on the slave
quadrature current, in order to regulate the current and to simulate an increased mechanical inertia
on the axis of slave rotor which permits to reach the desired speed in the same instant of master
rotor.

Fig.13.6 Control of five legs dual rotor axial flux machine
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Various simulations were performed and the results are shown in fig.14.6, 15.6, 16.6. In fig.14.6
and 15.6 are reported respectively the torque and angular speed profiles for the two rotors.
A load variation step is introduced at t=2s.
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Fig.14.6 Torque profile of the two rotors: at t=2 there is a load variation and the second rotor
become the master
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Fig.15.6 Angular speed of the two rotors during the simulation
The fig. 16.6 shows clearly the operation of the synchronization algorithm.
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Fig.16.6 Difference between the angular speed of the two rotors: at time t=2s the load variation
occurs and the synchronization algorithm permits to keep the synchronism between the two rotors
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When the load variation occurs at t=2s, a difference of angular speed is carried out in the two rotors
and the control identifies the master rotor and the slave rotor. In the control of slave rotor is
introduced another PI with the aim to limit the quadrature axis current and to decelerate the rotor: in
this way the control restores the synchronism between the two rotors.
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Conclusions
The particular configuration of axial flux machine can be useful in all the application where an high
reliability is required. In this thesis work has been proposed a multi stack machine which combines
both the rapid manufacturing of axial flux machine and give an high reliability to the drive.
In the thesis is presented a mathematical model for the single layer tooth concentrated windings, a
design procedure of the axial flux machine, a study for the coupling between the axial flux machine
and a ball screw actuator.
The design of a double rotor axial flux machine and the prototyping with the 3D printer is presented
in chapter 4; in chapter 6 are shown two different control configurations for a multi stack machine
made with a double rotor axial flux machine.
The final result of this thesis work is that the axial flux permanent magnet machines are a valid
alternative to the radial flux machines for the use in linear mechatronic actuators. The attractiveness
of the axial flux machine for industrial purposes is due to the compactness along the axial
dimension and due to the high torque density in low speed applications which allows the possibility
to make a direct drive actuators.
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